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june 9, 2010, ubisoft revealed the video game would be released on windows pc, playstation 3, xbox
360 and nintendo ds and nintendo gamecube on june 14, 2010. the portable version is also

compatible with the playstation portable and playstation 2 consoles. the ds version is the only
version available for the nintendo ds. the game also received a wii version, but only in europe, and

not in north america. all versions of the game are also available for download through ubisoft's uplay
software, which connects playstation 3, xbox 360 and pc users to the online store. prince of persia:

the sands of time 2 also received a number of downloadable content packs, prince of persia: the
sands of time - the quickening (june 29, 2010), the discovery (july 12, 2010), the challenge (august
2, 2010), bandits (august 16, 2010), arena mode (september 5, 2010), the horn of time (september

19, 2010) and arabia (october 22, 2010). in addition to the packaging, the retail versions of the game
also included an extra dvd-rom for playstation 3 and xbox 360; a folder with the game's disc-based

extras, uplay and instructions for owners of the uplay software. the console versions of prince of
persia: the sands of time 2 also included an additional bonus pack known as the festival of blood

pack, which included three additional costumes for the prince to wear. a bonus costume pack also
included an extra bonus costume for the prince to wear. the nintendo ds version of the sands of time
2 included two costumes for the prince to wear, as well as an extra bonus pack known as the festival

of blood pack, which included three additional costumes for the prince to wear.
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each power used in the game has its own advantages and disadvantages, but they all have their
strengths and weaknesses, something that is evident when players are doing the same move over

and over again, they will eventually learn what each power does. the final outcome of the game
depends on the number of moves and the number of times each power is used. the prince also

makes use of the abilities of his companions, and the player should be prepared to grow some skills.
when players encounter strange creatures in the desert they will be able to learn new powers to deal

with them. players will be able to learn each of the powers one by one and each time they learn a
power they will be able to pick a power they want to learn next. the powers are gained from different
types of enemies. the battle system is very easy to pick up because of this and it requires players to
focus on skills instead of putting in a lot of time learning the game-play. when it comes to the story,
the prince and the companions try to bring back the kingdom, but some of the royal family members

try to block that. the game follows the story to an extent, but players can also do quests (listen to
the dialogue or choose your own way). the prince is taken through different scenes, and the story is
told in cut-scenes. this review contains spoilers for the game. players who have completed the sands

of time will be able to pick up the game right away, but due to the fact that the game features
several playable characters, players will be able to take advantage of this in the gameplay.
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